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Abstract

BACKGROUND—There is a need for brief progress monitoring measures of behavioral and 

emotional symptoms for youth in out-of-home care. The Symptoms and Functioning Severity 

Scale (SFSS; Bickman et al., 2010) is one measure that has clinician and youth short forms (SFSS-

SFs); however, the psychometric soundness of the SFSS-SFs with youth in out-of-home care has 

yet to be examined.

OBJECTIVE—The objective was to determine if the psychometric characteristics of the clinician 

and youth SFSS-SFs are viable for use in out-of-home care programs.

METHODS—The participants included 143 youth receiving residential treatment and 52 direct 

care residential staff. The current study assessed internal consistency and alternate forms 

reliability for SFSS-SFs for youth in a residential care setting. Further, a binary classification test 

was completed to determine if the SFSS-SFs similarly classified youth as the SFSS full version for 

low- and elevated-severity.

Correspondence may be sent to Thomas J. Gross, University of Nebraska – Lincoln, 213 Barkley Memorial Center, Lincoln, NE 
68583, tjgross44@gmail.com. 
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RESULTS—The internal consistency for the clinician and youth SFSS-SFs was adequate (α = .

75 to .82) as was the parallel forms reliability (r = .85 to .97). The sensitivity (0.80 to 0.95), 

specificity (0.88 to 0.97), and overall accuracy (0.89 to 0.93) for differentiating low and elevated 

symptom severity was acceptable.

CONCLUSIONS—The clinician and youth SFSS-SFs have acceptable psychometrics and may 

be beneficial for progress monitoring and additional research should clarify their potential for 

progress monitoring of youth in out-of-home programs.

Youth in out-of-home care tend to exhibit persistent internalizing and externalizing 

behavioral and emotional problems (Baker, Archer, &Curtis, 2007; Butler & Richard, 2013; 

Cuthbert et al., 2011). They frequently meet criteria for diagnoses of conduct disorder, mood 

and anxiety disorders, and adjustment disorders (Connor, Doerfler, Toscano, Volungis, & 

Steingard, 2004; Turner & Macdonald, 2011). Out-of-home care is typically characterized 

by facilities that provide well controlled and intensive treatment, which includes 

supervision, structured daily living, and psychoeducational interventions (Brown Hamilton, 

Natzke, Ireys, & Gillingham, 2011). These programs demonstrate effectiveness when they 

show decreased behavioral and emotional problems (Robst, Armstrong, & Dollard, 2011); it 

is typically preferred to use assessment methods that are quick, time efficient and cost 

effective (Larzelere, Daly, Davis, Chmelka, & Handwerk, 2004). There are many symptom 

assessment tools available, but this does not mean they are suited to assess symptoms for all 

problems or across all treatment settings (Kazdin, 2005). Unfortunately, the current state of 

psychometrically sound, concise, and repeatable psychological symptom assessment for 

youths in out-of-home care is insufficient (Chambers, Saunders, New, Williams, & 

Stachurska, 2010). For example, the Assessment Checklist for Children (ACC; Tarren-

Sweeney, 2007) and Assessment Checklist for Adolescents (ACA; Tarren-Sweeney, 2013a) 

are available in long forms with over 100 items each or short forms with 20 items each 

(Tarren-Sweeney, 2013b). These short forms may be too lengthy for frequent assessments of 

youth functioning and different questionnaires are required for different age ranges (4 to 11 

years and 12 to 17 years; Tarren-Sweeney, 2013b), which may become cumbersome.

Progress monitoring measures are continuous, routine assessments of client change that can 

help identify a client’s response to treatment. The purpose of progress monitoring is to 

inform clinical judgments regarding client progress and functioning (Overington & Ionita, 

2012) and aide in decision making regarding changes to a specific intervention (Andrews & 

Page, 2005; Gresham et al., 2010). In general, six common criteria for progress monitoring 

measures are: (a) reliability and social validity, (b) sensitivity to change, (c) a format that 

allows routine administration, (d) assessment of overall difficulties and functioning, (e) easy 

administration, and (f) application across needs and settings (Gresham et al., 2010; Kazdin, 

2005; Overington & Ionita, 2012). Many in the field of youth behavioral and emotional 

treatment are unsure of the best method for progress monitoring (Gresham et al., 2010; 

Kazdin, 2005). Rating scales are one method that is widely used to assess behavior because 

they reliably sample behaviors through a cost-effective means, but their single biggest 

limiting factor is length (Volpe & Gadow, 2010). It has been assumed that a large number of 

items are needed to adequately represent overall difficulties and functioning. However, some 

have demonstrated that rating scales may be shortened and continue to have adequate 
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internal consistency, while sifficently representing overall difficulties and functioning (e.g., 

Gresham et al., 2010; Volpe & Gadow, 2010).

The Symptoms and Functioning Severity Scale full version (SFSS; Bickman et al., 2010) is 

an instrument designed to assess emotional and behavioral problems in youth aged 11 to 18 

years. The SFSS is a general measure of youth problems and useful in noting changes in 

symptoms and functioning for the purpose of progress monitoring. The SFSS was designed 

with the purpose of representing the range of severity level for typically problems youths 

may experience. That is, reduced symptom severity implies increased personal functioning 

and increased symptom severity represents decreased functioning (Bickman et al., 2010). 

The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders –Text Revision (DSM-IV-TR) 

was used as a guide for item development to ensure key characteristics of internalizing and 

externalizing disorders were represented. However, its purpose is not as a diagnostic 

instrument, but as a global indicator that provides a continuous metric for symptom severity 

and functionality (Bickman et al., 2010).

The SFSS has clinical utility because it is relatively brief, sensitive to change, and provides 

clinically relevant information across different settings and raters (Athay, Riemer, & 

Bickman, 2012). The SFSS clinician version contains 27 items, of which 24 are scored to 

yield a Total Problems score. The 24 items are distributed among two subscales, 

Externalizing Problems (14 items) and Internalizing Problems (10 items). Internal 

consistency was found to be acceptable for the Total Problems (α = .94), Externalizing 

Problems (α = .93), and Internalizing Problems scales (α = .89; Bickman et al., 2010). 

Moreover, the SFSS clinician version substantially correlates to other measures of youth 

behavioral and emotional symptoms, such as the Child Behavior Checklist (CBCL; r = .86) 

and Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire (SDQ; r = .71 to .79; Athay et al., 2012), which 

are well-designed designed instruments for detecting behavioral problems or psychiatric 

diagnoses (Goodman, 1997; Kazdin, 1994). The SFSS youth version contains 26 items, of 

which 24 are scored to yield a Total Problems score. The 24 items are distributed into 

Externalizing Problems and Internalizing Problems in the same manner as the clinician 

version. Internal consistency was reported to be acceptable for the Total Problems (α = .92), 

Externalizing Problems (α = .89), and Internalizing Problems scales (α = .88; Bickman et 

al., 2010).

Considering the time constraints of administering even a 26-item measure repeatedly in out-

of-home care settings, the SFSS full version is likely too long for routine use despite its 

promising psychometric properties. However, 14-item short-forms of the SFSS include two 

abridged, non-redundant forms that assess overall symptom severity designed for repeated 

use (Bickman et al., 2010). The SFSS Short Form A (SFSS-SF-A) and SFSS Short Form B 

(SFSS-SF-B) include clinician and youth versions, like the SFSS full version, and the SFSS 

authors recommend alternating administrations of the short forms every other week for 

progress monitoring. The SFSS-SF-A and -B are composed of separate, but parallel items 

from the SFSS; and they yield a Total score, but do not provide Internalizing and 

Externalizing problem scale scores. The SFSS-A and -B were created by matching items on 

content area and psychometric similarity, and then one half of the items were included in 

SFSS-A and the other half were included on SFSS-B (Bickman et al., 2010).
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The clinician version of the SFSS-SF-A and SFSS-SF-B each contain 14 items from the 

SFSS full version, of which 12 items provide a Total Problems score, and both forms have 

acceptable internal consistency (α = .86 to .87; Bickman et al., 2010). The youth version of 

the SFSS-SF-A and SFSS-SF-B each contain 13 different items from the SFSS, of which 12 

items are scored to provide a Total Problems score, and both forms have acceptable internal 

consistency (α = .84 to .86; Bickman et al., 2010). Additionally, the clinician and youth 

SFSS-SFs have similar means, standard deviations, and score distributions to their full 

version counterparts (Athay et al., 2012; Bickman et al., 2010).

It is encouraging that the SFSS has short forms which may provide quick assessments of 

symptoms for progress monitoring purposes; however, the validity of the SFSS–SFs was 

only tested with outpatient participants (e.g., Athay et al., 2012; Bickman et al., 2010). It is 

widely accepted that in order for an instrument to be used with a population, which is 

substantially different from the normative sample, the psychometric qualities should be 

reassessed (American Educational Research Association, American Psychological 

Association, and National Council on Measurement in Education, National Council on 

Measurement in Education, Joint Committee on Standards for Educational, & Psychological 

Testing [AERA, APA & NCME], 1999). Moreover, the SFSS authors may have made 

further modifications to the SFSS items in an attempt to make it more compatible with 

measures already used in out-of-home care (e.g., reducing the 5-point scale to a 3-point 

scale, altering items’ words). An initial study of the modified clinician and youth SFSS full 

versions with residential staff and youth found acceptable internal consistency, and 

acceptable classification accuracy between low- and elevated-severity groups when 

compared to the CBCL (Duppong Hurley, Lambert, & Stevens, 2014; Lambert, Duppong 

Hurley, Gross, Epstein, & Stevens, 2014). No studies have examined the internal 

consistency or parallel forms reliability of the SFSS-SF-A and –B in their current modified 

formats. Further, the short forms have not been assessed to determine if they similarly 

classify youth as the SFSS full version for severity level.

The purpose of this study was to assess the internal consistency and parallel forms reliability 

in a residential setting. The classification accuracy (i.e., classification similarity to the full 

version) of the clinician and youth SFSS-SF-A and –B was also assessed. The objective was 

to examine the psychometric characteristics of the clinician and youth SFSS-SFs. That is, 

determine if they are reliable measures, which reflect overall symptom severity and 

functioning similar to the long form, and have application in out-of-home settings. Thus, 

they may demonstrate potential as a viable measure of youth behavior for out-of-home care 

programs and meet three of the six common criteria for progress monitoring measures.

Method

Participants and Setting

The participants included 143 youths receiving residential treatment and 52 direct care 

residential staff. The youths consisted of 63 girls and 80 boys, and were between 11 to 17 

years (M = 15.7, SD = 1.28). Youth participants indicated 12% Hispanic, 46% Caucasian, 

30% African-American, and 10% other racial/ethnic heritages. The staff worked at the 

residential facility between 1 to 6 years, and a large proportion held an associate or 
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bachelor’s degree (87%). The youths were identified with a disruptive behavior disorder 

through professional diagnosis, Diagnostic Interview Schedule for Children (DISC; Shaffer, 

Fisher, Lucas, Dulcan, & Schwab-Stone, 2000), or the CBCL (Achenbach & Rescorla, 

2001); they were 10 years of age or older, received their first admission to the residential 

program, and were in the care of residential staff participating in the study.

The study took place at a residential group care facility in a large Midwestern city, which 

adapted the Teaching Family Model (TFM; Davis & Daly, 2003; Wolf et al., 1976) over 30 

years ago. The TFM stresses naturalistic family-like practices within structured daily 

routines for youth to learn social and academic skills as they are gradually introduced to 

typical environments and activities to practice these skills (Fixsen & Blase, 1993; Kirigin, 

2001; Wolf, Kirigin, Fixsen, Blasé, & Braukmann, 1995). The facility serves over 500 

youths in 70 family-style group homes. The residential facility employs married couples 

(i.e., family teachers) as the primary service-delivery agents, who live in family-style homes 

with up to eight adolescent girls or boys. All recruitment and consent procedures for youth 

and staff were approved by the University of Nebraska-Lincoln IRB and the agency IRB.

Measures

SFSS—The SFSS was developed for use with outpatient populations and uses a five-point 

Likert-like scale (1 = Never, 2 = Hardly Ever, 3 = Sometimes, 4 = Often, 5 = Very Often). 

The researchers worked with the SFSS developers to modify it for use in residential care 

settings. The wording of items was changed to reflect residential care (e.g., referenced the 

“last two weeks” instead of since the previous “session”), and the five-point Likert-like scale 

was changed to a three-point Likert-like scale (1 = Never, 2 = Sometimes, 3 = Very Often). It 

should be noted that the decision to use a 3-point rating scale instead of a 5-point for out-of-

home settings was made by the developers of SFSS and their desire to use a 3-point rating 

scale was respected by the research team.

The clinician SFSS-SF-A consisted of 14 items and the youth SFSS-SF-A consisted of 13 

items, of which the same 12 items are used to obtain Total Problems score. The clinician and 

youth SFSS-SF-B forms are structured in the same manner and use separate, parallel items. 

For example, the SFSS-SF-A items “Hard time waiting turn” and “Feel nervous/shy” 

correspond respectively to SFSS-SF-B items “Interrupted others” and “Worry about a lot of 

things”(see Bickman et al., 2010). The short forms contain internalizing and externalizing 

items; however, they yield only a Total severity score.

Raw SFSS-SF scores were converted to standard scores (reflecting the original 5-point 

scale) using a linking function derived from an item response theory model fit with data 

from a large-scale field testing study in outpatient settings (Bickman et al., 2010). The 

standard score for the outpatient psychometric sample has a mean of 50 and a standard 

deviation of 10 and the converted SFSS-SF scores assures similar score distribution. Total 

scores for the clinician short forms can range from 24 to 79. Total scores below 43 indicate 

low severity, scores from 43 to 57 indicate medium severity, and scores above 57 indicate 

high severity (Bickman et al., 2010). Total scores for the youth short forms can range from 

31 to 81. Total scores below 42 indicate low severity, scores from 42 to 56 indicate medium 

severity, and scores above 56 indicate high severity (Bickman et al., 2010). The SFSS-SF 
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was developed to use the same severity level scores for the 3-point rating scale as the 5-

point rating scale.

CBCL—The Child Behavior Checklist (CBCL; Achenbach & Rescorla, 2001) was used to 

evaluate the convergent validity (i.e., the correspondence of total problems) of the SFSS 

scores. The CBCL has strong psychometric properties (Achebach & Rescorla, 2001), 

established clinical applications (Kazdin, 1994), and is widely used across multiple child 

treatment settings. The CBCL consists of 113 items, each rated on a 3-point Likert-type 

scale (0 = not true; 1 = somewhat or somewhat true; 2 = very true or often true), that 

represent two broad-band scales, internalizing and externalizing problems, which are 

combined to form a total problems raw score. The raw score is then transformed to a 

standard t-score that has normed cutoffs for clinical (> 63), borderline (60 – 63), and normal 

problem severity (< 60).

Procedures

Family teachers and youth completed the SFSS as a part of an assessment battery for a 

larger, longitudinal study regarding common therapeutic process factors and the treatment 

fidelity of the model used in the residential facility (for details regarding recruitment and 

participation rates see Duppong Hurley, Lambert, Van Ryzin, Sullivan, & Stevens, 2013). 

Family-teachers completed the SFSS either on-line or by paper-and-pencil one month after a 

youth was admitted to residential care. The youth completed the SFSS by paper-and-pencil 

within one week of admission and after receiving guardian consent. The SFSS-SF scores 

were calculated from the responses on the SFSS full versions.

Analyses

Cronbach’s alpha coefficients were computed for each of the SFSS-SFs to determine 

internal consistency. Pearson’s r coefficients were calculated between respective SFSS-SFs 

to assess parallel forms reliability, and across full versions and their respective short forms 

to assess concurrent validity. Concurrent validity between short and full forms are necessary 

to assure the items in each short form reflect the same overall construct as represented in the 

previous (Cicchetti, 1994) or long form (Straus & Douglas, 2004). Also, clinician SFSS-SF 

scores were correlated with the CBCL Total Problems T-scores from residential staff 

because both assessments are continuous measures of overall youth symptoms and 

functioning. The Total Scores from all the SFSS forms were used to divide youths into two 

groups, low- and elevated-severity (medium severity scores or higher). A binary 

classification test was completed to determine the sensitivity, specificity, and overall 

accuracy of the short forms compared to the long form. This allows for the determination 

that all short forms classify youth similarly to the full forms. Sensitivity is the proportion of 

true positive classifications, or youth correctly classified as low- or elevated-severity. 

Specificity is the proportion of true negative classifications, or the tendency to correctly not 

classify youth as low-severity when they are elevated-severity or vice versa (AERA, APA & 

NCME, 1999). Classification accuracy is the correct classifications divided by the total 

number of classifications, or correct youth classifications divided by all correct and incorrect 

classifications. Comprehensive analyses of the clinician and youth SFSS full versions to 

CBCL scores and classifications are available in Lambert et al. (2014).
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Results

Internal Consistency and Alternate Forms Reliability

Alpha coefficients for the clinician SFSS-SF-A and -B were .78 and .82, respectively; and .

77 and .75 for the youth SFSS-A and -B, respectively. Alpha coefficients for the two staff 

short forms did not differ statistically (w = 0.81, p = .12) nor did the coefficients for the 

youth short forms (w = 0.92, p = .31; Feldt, 1969). Nunnally (1978) proposed a generally 

acceptable alpha level of .80, and Cicchetti (1994) provided guidelines for clinical utility of 

below .40 as poor, between .40 to .59 as fair, .60 to .74 as good, and .75 to 1.00 as excellent. 

Given the current coefficient values the internal reliability of the clinician and youth short 

forms can be considered generally adequate and excellent for clinical use. The clinician 

short forms SFSS-A and -B are highly correlated with one another (r = .85, p < .001) as well 

as with the full version (r = .96 and .96, respectively).The clinician SFSS-SF-A and -B 

scores were highly correlated with the CBCL Total Problems scores (r = .83 and .81, p < .

001, respectively). The youth short form SFSS-SF-A and -B are also highly correlated (r = .

86, p < .001) as are each of the short forms with the full version (r = .96 and .97, 

respectively).

Classification Accuracy between Short and Long Forms

Table 1 contains the sensitivity, specificity, and overall accuracy of the SFSS short forms 

compared to the full versions. The sensitivity, specificity, and overall accuracy represent the 

degree of match of the short forms to the full versions; therefore, the coefficients may be 

interpreted as the proportion of cases correctly matched to the original full version 

classification for each respective form. Guidelines for acceptable values have been proposed 

ranging from values ≥ .70 (Wood, Flowers, Meyer, & Hill, 2002) to ≥ .90 (Johnson, Jenkins, 

Petscher, & Catts, 2009). Clinician and youth SFSS-SFs had acceptable sensitivity, 

specificity, and accuracy. The sensitivity and specificity of each short form indicated that the 

classification scores from the short forms align closely with the classification scores from 

the full versions.

Discussion

The purpose of this study was to assess the internal consistency, alternate forms reliability, 

and classification accuracy of the clinician and youth SFSS-SFs for use in out-of-home care. 

It was found that the clinician and youth SFSS-SF-A and -B had acceptable levels of internal 

consistency for clinical use. Scores from the clinician short forms were highly correlated 

with each other as were the scores from the youth short forms. The clinician and youth short 

forms demonstrated acceptable classification sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy between 

low- and elevated-severity groups.

Psychometric Assessment

Previous outpatient estimates of internal consistency for the clinician and youth short forms 

were greater than those found in this study. The Cronbach’s α coefficients found by 

Bickman et al. (2010) were above the suggested cut-off of .80 (Nunnally, 1978), whereas the 

Cronbach’s α coefficients for this study approximated the suggested level. However, when 
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using Cicchetti’s (1994) criteria all of the short form coefficients were in the clinically 

excellent range of .75 to 1.00. A decrease in internal consistency coefficients was expected 

because separating items into parallel scales has a cumulative effect on measurement error 

(Henson, 2001). That is, the error associated with the of the original scale compounds with 

the creation of each parallel form leading to a reduction in internal consistency. Still, all 

short forms demonstrated acceptable internal consistency for use in out-of-home care 

settings. Administering the short forms as recommended by the SFSS developers could 

provide reliable estimates of symptom severity in residential treatment.

Previous psychometric investigations of the SFSS have not presented the intercorrelations 

between the respective SFSS-SFs (e.g., Athay et al., 2012; Bickman et al., 2010); however, 

this study examined these relationships. The correlations within the clinician and youth 

SFSS short forms were found to be acceptable, and the short forms had strong correlations 

with their respective full versions. This indicated that the parallel short forms estimated 

overall symptom severity in a similar manner as each other and as their respective full 

versions. This is important because all respective versions of the short forms are likely to 

yield similar scores for overall symptom severity and functioning from the same rater. The 

SFSS-SFs may be used interchangeably, or as a reasonable substitute for the full versions, to 

provide information regarding overall youth symptom severity and functioning at a 

momentary assessment.

The clinician and youth SFSS-SF-A and -B had acceptable agreement with the SFSS full 

version categorizations of low- and elevated-severity. The sensitivity and specificity of all 

short forms were above .70 and all but one of the short forms demonstrated sensitivity above 

or approximate to the more stringent threshold of .90. The sensitivity and specificity of the 

SFSS-SFs allow practitioners to have confidence that the SFSS-SFs will identify different 

levels of youth symptom severity in a similar manner as the full versions. The high 

specificity demonstrates that practitioners could have confidence that youth in the elevated-

severity range may be at-risk for behavioral problems, if not already exhibiting behavioral 

symptoms. Overall, the SFSS-SFs have similar classification accuracy as the SFSS full 

version for differentiating low and elevated symptom severity in youth. Further, high 

correlations between clinician SFSS-SF-A and -B scores and the CBCL Total Problems T-

scores indicated that the clinician SFSS-SFs may provide similar overall continuous ratings 

of problems as other, longer assessments.

SFSS Short Forms Application

There is a need for sound, concise, and repeatable psychological symptom assessment for 

youths in out-of-home care (Chambers et al., 2010), and the SFSS-SFs may address this 

need. The SFSS-SFs are brief and repeatable alternate forms that indicate overall youth 

symptom severity. Behavioral assessment in out-of-home care has issues with consistency 

across different raters from intake and discharge as well as longer assessments may become 

exhausting (Larzelere et al., 2001). The SFSS-SFs may ease these concerns by having the 

same staff member rate the same youth multiple times using a brief measure. The SFSS-SFs 

provide consistent and relevant information, which is a requirement of progress monitoring 

(McKinny & Morse, 2012).
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Progress monitoring relies on brief measures to provide relevant information regarding 

youth behavioral and emotional functioning (Overington & Ionita, 2012) and the SFSS-SFs 

appear to have potential as progress monitoring measures in this regard. The SFSS-SFs 

could differentiate between low- and elevated-severity groups accurately which may inform 

clinical judgments regarding youth behavioral and emotional symptom severity. For 

instance, out-of-home care professionals could quickly determine if youths are experiencing 

low or elevated symptom severity. Further, this study found that the SFSS-SFs meet at least 

three of six common criteria for progress monitoring measures. The SFSSSFs are reliable 

(internally consistent and reliable alternate forms), reflect overall difficulties, and may be 

useful across settings (i.e., out-of-home care settings and outpatient settings; Athay et al., 

2012; Bickman et al., 2010).

The SFSS-SFs could be used as part of a progress monitoring system along with other 

assessment methods. A comprehensive picture of youth symptoms and functioning could 

include the SFSS-SFs along with observations or permanent products like daily report cards 

or point cards in instances of token economies. This complimentary information may 

improve clinical judgment by incorporating objective and subjective information. Moreover, 

the SFSS-SFs may allow for routine examinations of symptoms and functioning and the 

results could be synthesized with observational data to understand general daily functioning. 

Lengthier assessments conducted every few months could integrate this information to 

provide diagnostic clarity as well as adjustment of treatment goals.

Limitations and Future Directions

This study is limited in that the SFSS was used with a single provider of residential 

treatment. Future studies could build on this initial research to determine the SFSS-SFs’ 

internal consistency, alternate forms reliability, and classification accuracy within other out-

of-home care settings. Further, the sample size in this study was small, although it is a 

relatively large sample for residential care. A larger participant pool would improve 

confidence in the SFSS-SFs’ psychometrics for youth in out-of-home care. A notable 

limitation of the analysis was the lack of accounting for non-independence in the youth data 

that arose from the nesting of youth within staff members (that is, the same staff member 

rated more than one youth). Although the point estimates for the correlations are unbiased, 

the standard errors are not, leading to a potentially inflated Type I error rate. However, as 

noted by some methodologists (Muthen & Satorra, 1995), ignoring nested data structures 

seems to be particularly problematic only when design effects (Kish, 1965) exceed a value 

of 2 and since many of the clusters are small (e.g., 1 to 3 youth per staff member) the 

resultant design effects are small. For example, the design effect for the total SFSS score 

was 1.08 suggesting that omitting the nested structure, in all likelihood, did not cause a 

significant inflation of the Type I error rate. Another limitation is that the youth in this study 

were only identified with disruptive behavior problems. Additional studies need to extend 

this line of research to out-of-home care youth with a broader range of behavioral and 

emotional problems. For instance, research should examine if youth with high internalizing 

and externalizing symptoms are rated differently on the SFSS-SFs.
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Also, future studies need to assess the SFSS-SFs as an outcome and progress monitoring 

measure. The current study only demonstrates the adequacy at one time point, whereas 

future studies should determine whether the SFSS-SF-A and –B are sensitive to change over 

time when compared to each other and the SFSS full form. Similar sensitivity to change 

comparisons may be made using other behavior scales typically used out-of-home care, such 

as the CBCL. Moreover, the SFSS was administered in it full form and then divided into the 

short forms. It would be beneficial to administer the SFSS in full and short forms separately 

to determine if the short forms retain their psychometric properties when administered 

independently of the full form.

Conclusion

In conclusion, the clinician and youth SFSS-SFs are a set of measures that address the need 

for cost-effective and concise progress monitoring of youth in out-of-home care. The short 

forms had adequate internal consistency, alternate form reliability, and classification 

accuracy when compared to the clinician and youth SFSS full versions. The SFSS-SFs may 

be a beneficial component to routine progress monitoring systems and have the potential to 

be integrated into larger, less frequent assessment batteries. Additional research should 

clarify their potential for progress monitoring across youth problems and out-of-home care 

settings.
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Table 1

Binary Classification Results

SFSS Form n Sensitivity Specificity Accuracy

Clinician

 Form A 141 0.89 0.89 0.89

 Form B 141 0.80 0.97 0.92

Youth

 Form A 135 0.94 0.91 0.93

 Form B 135 0.95 0.88 0.92

Note. Classification low-severity and elevated-severity (medium severity scores or higher).
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